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ABSTRACT

In modern conditions of world depression, it is urgent for increasing the efficiency of the financial mechanism. Company’s future depends on the correct choice of the financial mechanism strategy. The article deals with the issues of improving the financial mechanism of enterprises in the implementation of strategic and operational financial solutions. The main methods used to achieve this goal: analysis, comparison and methods of modern risk management. There are considered the main stages of financial strategy, its impact on the company’s capital. The paper proposes an EB IT-ROE method as the most effective way in making financial decisions. The research results can be used in developing company’s financial policy, formation of investment strategies, as well as in scientific textbooks.
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Introduction

The financial mechanism of enterprises is known to be realized through the development and implementation of strategic and operational financial decisions (Morgera, Tsioumani & Buck, 2014; Ajupov & Kurilova, 2015).

Financial strategy provides for other functional strategies and plays an important role in enhancing the competitiveness of enterprises, ensuring the effective engagement and use of party facilities, coordination of their flow, which ultimately ensures the growth of the enterprise market value and wealth of its owners. Developing financial strategy should be based on financial indexation system of the enterprise, the implementation of which in the strategic period will allow achieving their goals, achieving competitive advantage, and
increasing the market value of the company (Sherstneva, Vishnyakova & Chuchkalova, 2016).

Formulation and implementation of financial strategy have the following stages:

I. Formation of strategic aims in main areas of financial activity (Lee et al., 2014; Chen & Song, 2013; Min & Faqin, 2013):
   1) party facilities formation – maximization of net cash flow (clear profit, amortization);
   2) the effectiveness of allocation and intake of party facilities in all types of activities and structural units – maximization of ROE modeled using the DuPont formula, maximization of investment yield;
   3) procuring company’s solvency – capital structure optimization (equity and loan);
   4) selection of funding sources rational balance (equity, loan, raised);
   5) estimate of costs of raised party facilities (WACC allowing to estimate the costs of the fund raising)
   6) effective fund raising and use of capital in the given frame of ROE, financial stability, capital structure, cost of capital (method of economic value added (EVA): net income exclusive of the cost of fund raising).

II. The choice of strategy includes provision of sustainable growth based on efficient allocation and intake of party facilities. The choice of a strategy may be submitted based on a sustainable growth model (SGR). The model is used to determine business opportunities in the context of mutually agreed marketing, operational and financial requirements.

III. The choice of financial policy includes an increase of clear profit by the end of the strategic period due to different sources (Barnea, Landskroner & Sokoler, 2015; Zhao, 2016; Byrkovich et al., 2015):
   1) increase of proceeds, increase of profit from investing activities and other types of operational activities;
   2) reduction of variable costs;
   3) reduction of fixed costs;
   4) changes in fiscal policy.

IV. Evaluation and selection of strategic financing alternatives based on sensitivity analyses method, scenario analyses and other methods. The criteria for selection of alternatives, in our opinion, may be the growth rate or absolute value of net cash flow addition, ROE, financial risk reduction.

V. Strategic financial development program includes financial standards, tasks and specific actions with orders to completion date for each strategic aims, as well as the financial unit responsible for its implementation (Yu, Liu & Qiu, 2015; Nemoto et al., 2013; Pan & Bing, 2013).

VI. Estimated strategy includes an analysis of (Schoenmaker & Wierts, 2015; Glocker & Towbin, 2012; Acemoglu, Ozdaglar & Tahbaz-Salehi, 2015):
   1) its consistency with the internal control mechanism;
   2) consistency with the external environment (external support system, government regulation, market mechanisms);
3) internal balance of strategy parameters on the basis of financial techniques;
4) financial strategy feasibility (availability of derivative instruments: leverage, party facilities volume, implementation of investment projects);
5) acceptability of financial security;
6) economic effectiveness of the strategy based on predictive terminal wage of financial rations.

VII. Strategy marketing board includes (Barnea, Landskroner & Sokoler, 2015; Nemoto et al., 2013; Schoenmaker & Wierts, 2015):
1) financial activity strategic changes;
2) environment diagnosis;
3) the choice of strategy management methods;
4) strategy control;
5) strategic development program adjusting.

Aim of the Study
Consider the financial mechanism of the enterprises in implementation of financial decisions

Research questions
How can we improve the financial mechanism?

Method
Theoretical and methodological basis of the study are the works of domestic and foreign authors, devoted to financial mechanism management problems, the problem of estimated risk of financial production instruments portfolio, problems of common, exotic and real stock option plan price formation.

The methodological basis of the research were elements of the risk theory, the theory of portfolio analysis, as well as modern methods of risk management. To achieve this purpose were used the methods of probability theory, mathematical statistics and statistical modeling.

Data, Analysis, and Results
The main financial indicator of assets usage, the target value of which must be justified on the basis of the financial mechanism, is a return on equity (share) capital (ROE).

Its modeling is carried out using a modified DuPont formula (Stoyanova, 2002), which makes it possible to evaluate the management of the enterprise not only from the negotiation cost advantages, but also by the efficiency of the use of their own (equity) capital. It also allows determining on account of which factors the return on equity changes (as opposed to usual DuPont formula the assets are replaced with their own (equity) capital):

\[
ROE = \frac{NP}{E} \times 100 = \frac{NPS}{SE} \times 100 = PsROFL;
\]  
(1)
Where: ROE – return on equity (share) capital;  
Ps – profit margin;
RO – sales to total assets;
NP – clear profit;
S – sales revenue;
FL – financial leverage, equity multiple;
E – share (equity) capital.

Applying to the formula the predicted values of indicators such as sales volume, equity, debt capital and other, you can make a forecast return on equity.

Simulation of return on equity in the framework of the financial mechanism will allow to control the profit rate per capital, to identify ways to improve it, to improve investment directions.

Here are the following ways to increase the return on capital:
- Increase the profitability of sales by reducing current-outlay costs, increasing prices, sale volume, outpacing the growth of current outlays;
- An increase of TAT due to sales volume growth and maintain the value at a constant level or its decrease;
- Increase of financial leverage rate within a safe level for financial stability;
- Reduce of costs for mandatory interest payments, risk assessment in the case of attracting additional external funding.

With an aim of financial mechanism formulation, the return on equity (share) capital addition is estimated by chain substitutions method (Kovalev, 2002) that sets the influence of each baseline by changing its basic amount in composition of the resulting figure to the actual in the reporting period:

1) increase of return for account of profit margin:

\[ \Delta ROE = (Ps - Ps)RO FL; \]

2) increase of return for account of TAT:

\[ \Delta ROE = Ps(RO - RO) FL; \]

3) increase of return for account of financial leverage:

\[ \Delta ROE = PsRO(FL - FL) , \]

Where: \( \Delta ROE \) – return on equity (share) capital changes.

The highest values of \( \Delta ROE \) will allow to determine the rate, which has had the greatest impact on the change in return on equity in the direction of its increase. Financial mechanism of priority should be directed to increase this indicator.

The financial mechanism should be based on the methods of predicting the sustainable growth of enterprises (SGR model). SGR is the maximum annual sales gain based on the projected profit ratio, asset turnover, debt and profit reinvestment.

The compromise between the desired company’s development index and the actual conditions of external and internal environment is determined based on the SGR model. SGR calculated value indicates the maximum rate of sales growth, consistent with other financial rations. Whether it will be achieved in
the strategic period depends on the objective factors of the environment and the
efficiency of management.

The following model is used to calculate the SGR:

\[
SGR = \frac{r \times Ps \times RO \times FL}{1 - r \times Ps \times RO \times FL} \times 100,
\]

Where: 
- \( r \) – plowback ratio, reflecting the dividend policy (share of clear profit for development);
- \( Ps \) – profit margin (NP/ S);
- \( RO \) – TAT (S/A);
- \( FL \) – leverage ratio (A/E).

SGR model takes into account the characteristics of the various parties of financial and economic activity of the enterprise: production (\( RO \) – TAT), financial (\( FL \) - structure of sources of funds), the relationship between owners of the company and its management (\( r \) – Dividend Policy), the company’s market position (\( Ps \) – profit margin).

Financial ratios used in calculating SGR are important for the financial mechanism:
- Profit margin records the revenue from product sales, which depends on the company's current market price policy, reflects the control over current production and non-production expenses;
- TAT demonstrates the company’s effectiveness, reflects the practice of invested capital management;
- The rate of accumulation and reinvestment depends on the system of internal financing and the dividend policy;
- Financial leverage ratio reflects the principles of fund raising. The higher is the number of loan capital, the higher is this ratio, and thus the chances of return on equity rising increase, since the solution of this problem is targeted by the company's financial leverage. At the same time increases the risk of non-payment of interest for loan.

SGR model allows considering various development scenarios of the enterprise, to achieve rational reference in the sales growth levels, investment and equity. Scenario analysis allows submitting the lack of sensitivity analyses method, as it includes simultaneous change of factors on performance criteria.

As an option, it is advisable to build at least three scenarios: pessimistic, optimistic and the most likely (realistic).

Building a pessimistic scenario due to the deterioration of the values of variables to a certain reasonable level compared with baseline (realistic). Based on these factors, the SGR values are calculated. The obtained values are compared with their basic and then the recommendations are formulated. Recommendations are based on a prerequisite: optimistic scenario cannot be accepted if the calculated values of the indicators are beyond the efficiency, on the contrary, under the pessimistic scenario obtaining the indicator values corresponding to the standard allows speaking about its admissibility.

Thus, the financial mechanism of the enterprise allows to find the achievable sales growth for the given asset turnover, TAT, profit margin, debt-equity ratio, plowback ratio parameters.
The model allows finding the level of parameters that provides a specified sales growth, equity capital volume and secure the financial leverage borders, using various scenarios of enterprise development.

The estimated forms of reporting (plan of income and expense, accounting balance sheet, cash flow statement) may be formulated by a percent of off-load (sales). Future expenses, assets and liabilities are determined toward the period based on the planned sales volume growth in percentage; balanced formats of forecast information (plan of income and expenses, balance sheet, cash flow statement) are draw out based on the financial parameters. The main advantage of the method is the simplicity and clarity, complexity of use with limited input data. Disadvantages are in connection with the questionable assumption that the organization is constantly working at full capacity, all the related resources are balanced and the capital investments that is all it needs for the growth of sales.

The most important indicator of the company’s financial condition is a return on equity (ROE). ROE is an essential characteristic of the company’s financial strategy as one of the main financial indicators affecting its market value. Investors interpret the ROE increase as a growth in the value of the issuing company.

The following formula is used to calculate the index:

$$ROE = \frac{(EBIT - I)(1 - T) - Dp}{E},$$  \(6\)

Where:  
- EBIT – earnings before interest and taxes;  
- I – interest on loan capital for included in costs;  
- T – rate of tax on profits;  
- Dp – return on investment, paid on preferred shares;  
- E – size of internal capital.

**Discussion and Conclusion**

In order to make correct calculations it is important to determine the average number of shares, taking into account all the changes taking place during the year. Financial credit documents circulated during the year are fully included in the payment. The shares circulated during the year (have been issued during the year or were in circulation at the beginning of the year, but have been bought out by the company) are included in SSS proportional to the period of circulation. If the dividends are paid during the year in the form of additional shares, they are fully included in SSS.

ROE calculation formula assumes that it is influenced by the financing sources of the enterprise. The amount of dividends on preference shares depends on the number of preferred shares. ROE dependence on the number of ordinary shares is inversely proportional. Thus, the value of ROE is dependent not only on the profitability of the enterprise, but also on its capital structure.

Company’s capital structure management is a priority for the financial mechanism. We believe that this process must meet the following principles:

- Optimization of capital structure in order to increase the market value of the company;
Choice of rational funding under the criterion of minimizing weighted average capital price;

Ensuring the necessary level of company’s financial stability.

The first of these principles is implemented by the EBIT- ROE method, which is used to select the optimal financing scheme by the criterion of maximizing the ROE index.

The method allows determining earnings before interest and taxes for the loan (EBIT), at which the value of the return on equity (ROE) as in financing through debt and the financing of equity funds, will be the same (point of financial negligence). Determination of such equality allows the strategic period to make a reasoned choice between financing activities through equity or loan funds, to determine the best value for them.

The EBIT value at the point of financial negligence can be determined mathematically by using the following formula:

$$\frac{(EBIT - I)(1-T)}{E_1} = \frac{(EBIT - I)(1-T)}{E_2},$$

(7)

Where: EBIT – earnings before interest and taxes;

I – annual loan interest for each variant;

PD – preference stock dividends;

E1, E2 – equity capital after mobilization of resources for each variant;

T – rate of tax on profits.

Thus, EBIT – ROE method usage under the financial mechanism allows selecting an optimal capital structure in terms of ROE indicator, affecting the enterprise’s fair value measurements.

**Implications and Recommendations**

In our opinion, the financial mechanism based on the use of the indicators, models and methods mentioned above and compatible with the appropriate criteria will allow achieving the desired aims, achieving competitive advantage, increasing the market value of the modern enterprise.

The financial mechanism of the enterprise is a system of management, distribution and use of capital, the purpose of which is to increase profits and decrease costs. The main structural elements of the financial mechanism:

• Investment method

• Financial leverage

• Information Support

The proposed EBIT – ROE method under the financial mechanism helps to determine the most favorable capital structure. This work can be a theoretical basis for improving the financial mechanism of the companies.
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